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Testing for Store-Level  Differences  in Factors Affecting
Item Movement of Prego and Ragu Spaghetti Sauces Using
Point-Of-Sale  Data
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Using IRI Infoscan  store-level data for Prego and Ragu brands of spaghetti sauces,
estimates were obtained for own-price, cross-price,  and advertising elasticities  for
Houston, TX and Dallas/Ft. Worth, TX markets via the use of a SUR (Seemingly
Unrelated Regression) technique. As well, impacts of featuring, display, and free-
standing inserts on movement of spaghetti sauces at the store level were obtained.
Dynamics in item movement also were captured. Within a particular market for a given
brand, coefficients of factors affecting movement of spaghetti sauce were different across
stores.
The  use of scanner  data  enables  us to  con-  1991  to May 31,  1992.  This paper makes  a con-
sider applications  at the store-level  rather than at  tribution to  the literature  in the  following  ways:
more aggregate  levels. Examples of such applica-  (1)  little information  exists pertaining to  individ-
tions  include evaluation of shelf space allocation;  ual store-level  demand  on brands;  (2)  only a few
evaluation of advertising and promotion schemes;  previous  studies  have utilized  data indigenous  to
evaluation  of new  products;  and  estimation  of  the store-level.
price  and  total  expenditure  elasticities  at  the  As  examples of previous  research  in the  ap-
store-level.  Our paper deals with two major tasks  plication  of  store-level  data,  Funk,  Meilke,  and
(1)  analysis  of store-level  demand  of two  spa-  Huff (1977)  reported  on the estimation  of retail
ghetti sauce brands (Prego and  Ragu) within par-  demand  functions  for  beef for  individual  super-
ticular  markets  (Houston,  TX  and  Dallas/Ft.  market  chains  in  the  Toronto  market.  They  de-
Worth, TX);  and (2) testing for store-level differ-  rived  price  and  advertising  elasticities  for  beef
ences  in  factors  affecting  item  movement of the  using weekly data. As exhibited  in Table  1, own-
respective  spaghetti  sauces within the above mar-  price elasticities  associated  with two  supermarket
kets.  We  also consider  dynamic  effects  in  store-  chains  in Toronto  were  -1.52  for Dominion  and
level  demand  models.  We  carry  out  the  afore-  -5.97  percent  for Food  City. As  well, the adver-
mentioned  tasks  through  the use  of SUR (Seem-  tisement  medium  for beef was  local newspapers.
ingly  Unrelated  Regression)  which  takes  into  The  advertisement elasticities  were 0.12  and 0.15
account  interactions  across  the  different  stores  respectively  for  the  two  food  chains  in  the  To-
within a specific market.  ronto market.
On  the  matter  of  data,  we  employ  IRI  McLaughlin  and  Lesser  (1986)  reported  on
Infoscan  data;  we  focus  only  on  two  different  the  experiment  of systematically  varying  prices
brands  such  as Prego  and  Ragu  whose  combined  and  tracking  subsequent  movement  of  potatoes
market shares  in our sample are nearly 70 percent.  through  the  use  of  scanner  data.  With  this  ap-
The  data  are  weekly,  over  the  period  of June  3,  proach,  the  researchers  calculated  appropriate
store-specific  demand  elasticities  based  on  data
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Table 1. Estimates of Own-Price and Advertisement Elasticities for Selected  Products
Using Scanner Data at Retail Level.
Elasticities
Advertisement
Product  Data Source  Researcher(s)  Own-Price  Advertisement  Type
Beef (aggregate  weekly/January  1974  Funk, Meilke,  local newspaper
of 16 different  to May 1975  and Huff  advertisement
cuts)  two major super-  (number of own
market chain stores  beef ads)
Dominion  -1.52  0.12
Food City  -5.97  0.15
Potatoes  weekly/July 27,  1985  McLaughlin
to May 5,  1986  and Lesser
8 retail food stores in
upstate New York  -1.42  to -
1.75a
Meat Cuts  weekly/January  1986  Capps  amount of print
Steak  to June 1987  -0.7242  0.0276  space given for
Ground Beef  43 stores from a re-  -0.1525  0.0331  the set of com-
Roast Beef  tail food firm in  -1.2737  0.0358  peting meat prod-
Chicken  Houston, TX  -0.6557  0.0350  ucts in weekly
Pork Chops  -0.7005  0.0096  advertising fliers
Ham  0.3596  0.0251  (square centime-
Pork Loin  -0.8279  0.0129  ters)
Beef Cuts  weekly/January  1986  Capps and  amount of print
Brisket  to November  1988  Nayga  -5.732  0.172  space given for
Chuck  43 stores from a re-  -2.902  0.097  beef product  in
Ground  tail-food firm in  -1.209  0.040  the weekly adver-
Loin  Houston, TX  -1.897  0.060  tisement fliers
Rib  -2.146  0.059  (square centime-
Round  -3.756  0.109  ters)
AOB (All other  -2.895  0.053
beef)
Beef Cuts  weekly/May 21,  1988  Brooker,  GRPS  News-  GRPS of TV and
Ground  to June 29,  1991  Eastwood,  -1.16  paper  Radio Ads; news-
Roast  5 Kroger supermar-  and Gray  -1.55  0.07  0.008  paper refers to an
Steak  kets in Knoxville, TN  -1.01  0.77  0.030  index to account
0.06  -0.0005  for characteristics
of newspaper ads
such as number of
ads, page location,
and the use of
color
a Different elasticities based upon the different price simulation  in stores.
spectively.  They  did  not account  for any  type of  from  a  leading  chain  in  Houston.  In  the  Capps
advertisement  in their analysis.  (1989)  study,  price  and advertisement  elasticities
Capps  (1989)  and  Capps  and  Nayga  (1991)  with  respect  to  different  meat  cuts  were  esti-
estimated  demand  relationships  for various  meat  mated.  Also  Capps  accounted  for  advertisement
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firm using amount of print space given to the  in-  pirical  analysis  of pricing  and  promotion  strate-
dividual  meat  cuts  in  weekly  fliers.  Most  own-  gies  for  individual  store  managers  and  perhaps
price elasticities  were in the inelastic range except  also for manufacturers.
for roast beef.  However,  the own-price  elasticity
associated  with  ham  was  positive  rather  than  Model Development
negative.  All  elasticities of newspaper  advertise-
ment are  positive, and ranged  from  0.0096  (Pork  We  apply  SUR  based  upon  individual  store
Chops)  to  0.0358  (Roast  Beef).  In  Capps  and  level  data  with  respect  to  two  different  major
Nayga (1991)  study, the  same source  of data was  brands  (Prego  and  Ragu)  in  two  markets:  the
used  as  in  the  Capps  study  except  for  the  ex-  Houston market and Dallas/Ft. Worth market. For
panded  time  frame  and  different  commodities  each  of the markets,  there  are  two  SUR  models
such as beef cuts rather than meat cuts. Also, they  with respect to all stores for the Prego brand  and
accounted  for  advertisement  effort  in  the  same  for  the  Ragu  brand.  The  dependent  variable  in
way,  using  the  amount  of print  space  given  for  each model corresponds  to the units of spaghetti
beef products  in  weekly  advertisement  fliers.  In  sauce  sold  per  week.  The  explanatory  variables
this analysis, all own-price elasticities were  in the  are the  following:  (1)  own  and  competitor  prices
elastic range from -1.209  (Ground Beef) to -5.732  (Prego or Ragu) within a store; (2)  use of displays
(Brisket).  As  well,  the  advertisement  elasticities  within the store and  featuring  in newspaper  fliers
ranged from  0.040 (Ground  Beef) to 0.172 (Bris-  by  the  store;  (3)  face  value  of free-standing  in-
ket).  serts  (coupons);  (4) TV advertising  dollar expen-
Brooker,  Eastwood  and  Gray  (1994)  also  diture;  (5)  seasonality;  (6)  a  weighted  price  for
analyzed the demand for selected  beef cuts using  the brand  in competing  stores; and  (7)  allowance
weekly scanner data  from five supermarkets  of a  for dynamic  effects  via a  lagged dependent vari-
chain store  in Knoxville.  They  accounted  for ad-  able.
vertisement by  using gross rating  points  (GRPS)  Holdren  (pp.1 17-123)  provides  the  concep-
and by developing  an index of newspaper adver-  tual  framework  for  this  analysis.  Attention  is
tisement. This index took into account number of  centered  on  multi-product  retail  demand  func-
advertisements,  page  location,  and  the  use  of  tions. According to Holdren  (p.123) "the multiple
color. The beef cuts were ground, roast, and steak.  product  retail  demand  function  can  be  character-
All  own-price  elasticities  were  elastic  and  most  ized by qi = fi(Pl,P2 ....-,Pn, al, a2,  ..., am), where
advertisement  elasticities  were  positive,  except  the q's  represent  quantity  variables  expressed  in
for the newspaper advertisement of steak.  appropriate  units,  the  p's  represent  price  vari-
All  these  studies  used  weekly  scanner  data,  ables,  and  a's  represent  attributes  of retailer's
and  with  the  exception  of  the  McLaughlin  and  non-price  offer  variation.  Advertising,  sales  pro-
Lesser  work,  all  products  -analyzed  were  meat  motion activities, hours  open, and customer serv-
cuts. Further,  except for the work of McLaughlin  ice  are  concrete  examples  of  non  price  offer
and Lesser,  all of the  aforementioned  studies  ac-  variation."  Funk, Meilke, and Huff augment Hol-
counted for advertising  effort. The most common  dren's  model  by  considering  in-store  and  com-
measure of advertising  effort  was the amount  of  petitors'  prices  as  well  as  in-store  and  compet-
print space  in weekly  fliers.  Brooker,  Eastwood,  itor's advertising.
and  Gray  considered  both  TV  advertisement  and  Regarding  featuring  and  display  behavior,
newspaper advertisement  in their research.  In this  some  stores  did  not  conduct  any  special  promo-
paper,  we  attempt  to  build  on  these  previous  tion activity  associated  with  displays or featuring
works,  illustrating how to use IRI  data to investi-  in  our  sample. In this  case,  we  excluded  the  dis-
gate  store-level  variability  of price  and  advertis-  play  or  featuring  variables  for  that  particular
ing elasticities  for two brands  of spaghetti sauces.  equation.  Mathematically,  our SUR model can be
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(1)  an  advertising  stock  variable.  The  coefficients
In Qi  = Clik + ( 2 k In Pikt +  3 ik In p.ij  +  associated  with the contemporaneous  and  lagged
4  F7TTR?7  +  DTTISPLAY  advertising  expenditures  also  are  commonly  as-
a^,ikFE.lATURE,  +a-,IiSPLA  +  + %kFE A  '  -'  '+"  kk+sumed  to  be  a  free-form  lag  or  to  follow  some
+ (TVAD)k  +type  of distribution,  e.g.,  a geometric  decay  or  a
cz6ikF'ALUEit a +  7ik (TADS)2 k + L6^FVALUE^  +U7i  (TVADS)ik +  polynomial  (or Almon)  distributed  lag.  To  illus-
a8ikQTT2,+  Ca 9ikQTT 3,  + alikQTT4,  +  trate,  Piggott,  Chalfant,  Alston,  and  Griffith
a  lik In Qtk-l + cl 2ik In COMPRICEik + Eik,,  (1996) consider the advertising process to follow
where  a free-form  lag  of four quarters.  Cox  (1964),  as
well  as  Brester and  Schroeder (1995),  use  a sec-
Qikt = number of units of product k sold in store i  ond-order  exponential  lag  distribution  of a  par-
in time period t;  ticular  length.  Baye,  Jansen,  and  Lee  (1992)
Pikt = price of product k in store i in time period t;  employ a geometric lag.
Pjt  = price of productj in store i in time period t;  In  our  analysis,  we  deviate  from  the  norm
FEATUREikt  = 1 if featuring  occurred  for prod-  through the use of an 8-week moving average  for
uct k in store i in time period t; 0 otherwise;  television  advertising  expenditures.  Based on our
DISPLAYikt = 1 if product k in  store i was  sub-  previous  research  in  a  paper  entitled  "Measure-
ject to an in-store  display  in time period  t;  0 oth-  ment of Advertising Effort: The Issue Revisited,"
erwise;  the mean  lag of TV advertisement  (dollar expen-
FVALUEikt  = face value of coupon  for product k  diture)  was  7.74  weeks.  We  assume  that  the  8-
in store i in time period t;  week  moving  average  is  a  reasonable  length  of
TVADSikt = moving average of television  adver-  lag to capture the trend of TV promotion activity
tising expenditures for product k in store i in time  on the sales of spaghetti sauces. The use of mov-
period t; and  ing-averages  simplifies  the  analysis,  but  at  the
COMPRICEikt=  a weighted average of prices for  same  time  allows  us  to  control  for  advertising
product  k  for  store  i  from  competing  stores  in  effects.  Additionally,  to  consider  diminishing
time period t.  marginal returns  to advertising,  we  use  a square
The subscripts k andj refer to the products, Prego  root transformation for the moving-average  term.
and  Ragu,  respectively.  The  subscript  i refers  to
the  different  stores  within  each  market;  QTT2,
QTT3,  and  QTT4 are  quarterly  dummy  variables Q  'TT3,  and  TT4 are  quarterly  dummy  variables  Our data set corresponds to weekly sales  (in
to  reflect  seasonality.  Prices  from  competing  d  a  m  (  dollars)  and  movement  (number  of  items  sold)
stores  for any  time period  are  weighted  averageted  by IRI over the period June information  collected by IRI over the period June
prices  for the commodity  across  all stores  in the  3  1  t  M  3,  1991  to May  31,  1992  for individual  stores
market excluding itself.  from  the Houston  and  the Dallas/Ft.  Worth mar-
To  account  for the  effect  of TV  advertise- kets.  Promotion  variables  such  as  featuring,  dis-
ment (dollar expenditure  per week), there are  sev-  play, coupon  face  value, and  TV advertisement  $
eral different ways to proceed. Empirical findingsditure  also are given for the brands of Prego expenditure also are given for the brands of Prego
from  previous studies  support the hypothesis that  in  Houston,  TX and Ragu for each  supermarket  in Houston,  TX
advertising  has carry-over  or  lagged effects  (e.g.,  and  Dallas/Ft.  Worth,  TX  for  each  of the  52
Nerlove  and Waugh;  Waugh; Ward  and Lambert;
Ward  and Dixon;  Wohlgenant  and  Clary)  e  How-  weeks  in  our sample.  The  rationale  to  focus  on Ward  and  Dixon;  Wohlgenant  and  Clary).  How- only  those  two  markets  is  that,  even  though  we
ever, theory provides relatively  little  guidance  as  have  additional  information  on  50  other markets,
to the structure  and length of these dynamic proc-  we  wish  to concentrate  our attention  on  markets
esses.  Conventionally,  researchers,  through  the  within  Texas.  Of course,  this  analysis  could  be
use of statistical criteria like the Akaike Informa-  r  u  o  replicated  using  other  markets  areas.  Descriptive
tion  Criterion  (AIC)  or the  Schwarz  Loss  Crite-  statistics  by store for  each  brand and  market are
rion (SLC),  allow  the  data to choose the  optimal  aaiab  te auors.
number of lags  to  include  in  the specification  of46  October 1997  Journal  of Food  Distribution  Research
Concerning  the issue of data  confidentiality,  relation. On the basis of the Durbin-h statistics, in
even though we acquired the store-level  data from  most cases  (for 102 out of 109 stores), there is no
IRI, we are  not able to identify the specific name  evidence of serial correlation.
of each  store within  a given  market.  Instead, we
designate  the  individual  store  as  a  numerical  Empirical Results
number  and  the  different  number  distinguishes
the source of data from one  store to another store  In  Tables  2-5,  the  estimation  results  are
in each market area.  summarized.  We  organize  this  result  into  four
In  case  of Prego,  there  are  33  stores  in  the  parts,  by brand  and  by market.  Each row of the
Houston  market,  and  in  the  case  of Ragu,  there  tables  represents  the  response  of the  individual
are 29  stores in  the Houston market  in  our sam-  store within the system of equations  in the analy-
ple. In the Dallas/Ft. Worth market, the number of  sis of a particular  brand.  As  mentioned  earlier,
stores  is 26 for Prego and 21  for Ragu.  because  we  can not identify the specific name of
The use of IRI data  in market analysis  is not  the  stores  in  the two  markets,  we  designate  nu-
unique  to  this  study.  Iskow,  Kolodinsky  and  merical numbers to distinguish the stores within a
Russo  (1994)  used  movement  data  from  IRI  to  market.  In  addition,  missing  cells  in  the  tables
analyze the  demand  for maple  syrup.  They  esti-  associated  with  display  or  featuring  means  that
mated  price  and  promotion  elasticities  for  five  the  specific  stores  did  not  conduct  any  special
leading  brands  of maple  syrup.  Cotterill  (1994),  promotion  activity  for  the  sales  of  spaghetti
using  IRI data,  estimated  demand  elasticities  for  sauces  (Prego  and  Ragu)  during  the  52-week
carbonated soft drinks, including Coke, Pepsi, and  sample  period. For estimation details, besides  the
Dr. Pepper.  Capps,  Seo,  and Nichols  (1997)  also  estimated  coefficients,  we could provide the  stan-
used movement  data  from  IRI  to  estimate  own-  dard errors, t-ratios,  and p-values  associated with
price,  cross-price,  and  total  expenditure  elastici-  all coefficients upon request.
ties as well as own- and cross-product advertising
elasticities  via the  use  of the  national  level  data  Prego in Houston
on  item  movement  of  six  brands  of  spaghetti
sauces (Prego, Ragu,. Classico, Hunt's, Newman's  As  exhibited  in  Table  2,  the  signs  of the
Own, and Private Label).  own-price  coefficients  are  negative,  conforming
to expectations. Except for two  stores (store id 13
Estimation Issues  and  store id 27),  the coefficients also are  statisti-
cally  significant.  For  all  statistically  significant
We  estimate four different  linear systems  of  coefficients,  all price responses  are  in the elastic
seemingly unrelated  regressions corresponding  to  range from -1.1201  (store id 17) to -9.4462  (store
the Prego  and  Ragu  brands  for the  Houston  and  id  19).  Generally,  most  within  store  cross-price
Dallas/Ft.  Worth  markets.  In a  SUR,  we assume  coefficients,  (those  associated  with  Ragu),  are
that the  disturbances  in  the regression  equations  positive  (24 out of 33),  indicating that Prego  and
are correlated. The variance-covariance  matrix of  Ragu  are substitutes. Seventeen  of the cross-price
the  disturbance  terms  is  incorporated  within  the  elasticities  are positive and  significantly  different
estimation  procedure.  The  use  of SUR  is  tanta-  from  zero.  These  17  range  from  0.3853  (store  id
mount  to  generalized  least  squares.  The  estima-  9) to 4.2192 (store id 33). The  coefficients associ-
tion procedure assures the large-sample properties  ated  with  competing  store  are  expected  to  be
of consistency  and  asymptotic  normality  of the  positive;  however,  out of the  12  statistically  sig-
estimated  coefficients  so  that  the  conventional  nificant coefficients,  10 are negative.
tests  of  significance  are  applicable.  Using  the  Except  for  a  few  cases,  most  featuring  and
software  package  SHAZAM  version  7.0,  esti-  display  coefficients  are  positive  and  statistically
mates  of parameters  and  standard  errors  are  ob-  significant.  The  impacts  of coupons  are  statisti-
tained via SUR methods. In our model, because of  cally significant  and  positive in  only three  stores
the  lagged  dependent  variables,  we  employ  the  (store  ids  2,  9,  20). The  effects  of TV  advertise-
Durbin-h test to examine of first order serial  cor-  ment are positive and significant in only six  storesSeo, Seong-Cheon and Oral  Capps, Jr.  ... Factors  Affecting Item Movement ...  47
(store  ids  2,  9,  18,  19,  24,  26).  For about two-  Prego in Dallas/Ft. Worth
thirds of the stores, seasonality in sales is evident.
The  coefficients  associated  with  the  lagged  de-  As  exhibited  in  Table  4,  the signs  of own-
pendent  variables  are significant  in 20 out of the  price coefficients  are negative, conforming to ex-
33  stores.  Thus,  dynamic  effects  are  evident.  pectations.  Except  for  five  stores  (store  IDs  17,
Most  statistically  significant  coefficients  are  18,  24,  29,  30),  the coefficients  also  are  statisti-
negative,  which  may indicate the presence  of in-  cally  significant.  For  all  statistically  significant
ventory effects in sales for Prego spaghetti sauces  coefficients, the own-price elasticities range  from
in the Houston market.  -0.7233  (store  ID  4)  to  -11.3542  (store  ID  26).
Generally,  most  within-store  cross-price  coeffi-
Ragu in Houston  cients  (those  associated  with  Ragu)  are  positive
(23  out of 29), indicating that Prego and Ragu are
As  exhibited  in  Table  3,  the  signs  of  the  substitutes. However, only eight of the cross-price
own-price  coefficients  also  are  negative,  as  ex-  elasticities  are  positive and  statistically  different
pected. Except for three stores  (store  ids,  13,  30,  from zero.  These  eight range  from  0.3815  (store
31),  all  coefficients  are  statistically  significant.  id  10)  to  8.6105  (store  id  15).  In  contrast to the
For these  statistically significant coefficients,  the  case for Prego in the Houston market, 9 out of the
price elasticities  range  from -0.8283  (store  id  14)  11  statistically  significant  coefficients  associated
to -16.2554  (store  id  19).  Regarding  cross-price  with competing stores are positive.
coefficients associated with Prego for  16 of the 29  Only  a  few  stores  receive  statistically  sig-
stores, the coefficients are positive, indicating that  nificant positive effects  on sales from featuring (7
in  most  cases  Prego  and  Ragu  are  substitutes.  of 26).  Only four stores have  any type  of display
Only about  a one-third  of the within-store,  cross-  for Prego in this market. Three stores (store ids 4,
price elasticities  are statistically significant;  how-  9,  11)  receive statistically significant and  positive
ever, of these,  8 are positive ranging  from 0.7039  effects from  displays. Only one store (store id 29)
(store  id 22)  to  1.7656  (store  id  11).  As the case  receives  statistically  significant  and  positive  ef-
for  Prego  in  the  Houston  market,  most  coeffi-  fects from  free standing  inserts. The effect  of TV
cients  associated  with  prices  from  competing  advertisement  is  positive  and  significant  in  only
stores for Ragu are negative; of the 11  statistically  one store (store  id 17).  For about thirty percent of
significant  elasticities,  only  two  are  positive  the stores, seasonality  in sales  is  evident. The co-
(store id 2,  19).  efficients  associated  with  the  lagged  dependent
Only  a  few  stores  receive  statistically  sig-  variables are significant  in 17 out of the 26 stores.
nificant positive effects on sales from featuring (8  Similar  to the  cases  for  Prego  and  Ragu  in  the
of 29)  and  displays (11  of 29).  For coupon  face  Houston market, most  statistically  significant  co-
values,  coefficients  for only five stores  (store ids  efficients  are  negative  which  may  indicate  the
1, 11,  22,  25,  29) are  statistically significant,  and  presence  of inventory  effects  in  sales  for  Prego
only  one  store  (store  id  11)  receives  a  positive  spaghetti sauces in Dallas/Ft. Worth market.
effect from free-standing  inserts. Only two stores
(store ids 21, 22) receive positive  statistically sig-  Ragu  in Dallas/Ft. Worth
nificant  effects  from  television  advertising.  In
fourteen  stores,  seasonality  is  evident.  Dynamic  As  exhibited  in  Table  5, the  signs  of own-
effects  are  evident  in  twelve  stores,  which  have  price  coefficients  also  are  negative  as  expected.
statistically  significant  coefficients  associated  Except  for seven  stores  (store  IDs 9,  10,  16,  19,
with  lagged  dependent  variables;  of those,  nine  21,  25,  27),  all  coefficients  are  statistically  sig-
stores show negative  signs and  three stores  show  nificant.  For these  statistically  significant  coeffi-
positive  signs.  Similar  to  the  case  for  Prego,  in-  cients,  the  price  elasticities  range  from  -0.9561
ventory patterns of sales for Ragu spaghetti  sauce  (store  id  1) to  -11.4151  (store  ID  13).  Regarding
in Houston market appear to  dominate  over habit  cross-price coefficients  associated  with Prego, for
persistent patterns.  10  of the  21  stores,  the  coefficients  are  positive
indicating that,  in most cases, Prego and Ragu are48  October  1997  Journal of Food Distribution Research
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substitutes.  However,  only  6 stores  (store  IDs  2,  in terms of the magnitude of price and advertising
13,  20, 22, 25, 27) of the within- store, cross-price  effects.  While these  are  probably  due  to  differ-
elasticities  are  statistically  significant,  and  of  ences in store location,  store types, etc.,  sufficient
these, only three  stores  (store  IDs  2,  13,  25)  are  data are not available  to determine the exact rea-
positive  ranging  from  1.9706  (store  ID  2)  to  sons for these differences (p.537)."  Also for indi-
7.5218  (store ID  13).  Concerning  coefficients  as-  vidual  stores  in the two markets,  most own-price
sociated  with  prices  from  competing  stores  for  elasticities  for  both  Prego  and  Ragu  are  elastic.
Ragu, only six elasticities  are statistically signifi-  This  results  implies  there  is  some  incentive  for
cant, and only 2 of these 6 are positive.  the  stores to lower prices at least in the short-run
Only a fraction of the stores  receive statisti-  to  increase  total  revenue,  assuming  everything
cally significant and positive effects on sales from  else remains constant.
featuring  (7  of 21)  and  displays  (9  of 21).  For  Further,  at  the  store-level  for  the  Houston
coupon  face  values,  coefficients  for  only  five  and  Dallas/Ft.  Worth  markets,  there  is  incentive
stores  (store  IDs  1, 3,  4,  9,  20)  are  statistically  to  use featuring  and display. Use of coupons  and
significant,  and four  stores (store  IDs  1, 3,  4,  9)  television  advertising  are  not  very  effective  in
receive positive effects from free-standing inserts.  stimulating  sales  of  Prego  and  Ragu  spaghetti
The effects of TV advertisements are positive and  sauce brands in these two markets.  Seasonality  is
significant in only four stores (store IDs 9,  11,  18,  evident  in  sales  across  the  respective  markets.
25).  For  about half of the  stores,  seasonality  in  Dynamic effects,  due predominantly  to inventory
sales  is evident.  The  coefficients  associated  with  patterns,  also  are  evident.  Within-store  cross-
the lagged dependent variables are significant in 7  price  effects  and competing  store prices  also play
out  of the  21  stores.  In  contrast  to the  Prego  in  a role in affecting sales of Prego and Ragu.
Dallas/Ft.  Worth  market,  coefficients  associated  Though much empirical work and theoretical
with only two stores (store IDs 2, 25) are negative  work  exist with respect to economic  and  market
and  statistically  significant,  while  coefficients  analyses in recent years, reliable  estimates of de-
associated  with five  stores  (store  IDs,  1, 10,  16,  mand  parameters  for  specific  commodities  in
27, 30) are positive and statistically significant.  particular stores  in given  market are few  in num-
In  sum,  effects. of factors  on  sales  are  not  ber.  Scanner  data may result  in the most detailed
statistically the same  across  stores within a mar-  and  definitive  source  of retail  industry  statistics
ket. Thus,  to make proper pricing and  promotion  available to researchers.  The limits  on economic
strategies  at  the  store-level,  one  needs  to  use  and market research  can be expanded through  the
store-level  estimates  and  not  those  obtained  at  use of scanner data. Both supermarket movement
more  aggregate  levels.  Indeed, the wide range  of  and  household  panel  data  collected  by  IRI  and
elasticities  is  surprising. This result could be due  A.C.  Neilson  are  keys  for  economic  and  market
to  the fact that  some  stores  are  more  geographi-  research  in the  private  sector. As  these  data  be-
cally  isolated  and/or  different  socioeconomic  come  more  accessible  to  researchers,  they  un-
composition  of the  associated  neighborhoods.  In  doubtedly will be useful  in  empirical  analyses of
addition, the differences  across stores  in a market  pricing and promotion  strategies,  especially those
may be attributed to weekly variations  in custom-  developed at the store-level.
ers.  Customer  count  information  was  not  avail-
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